Dr. Giuseppe Procaccianti (VU Amsterdam)

● **Key Insights**
  ○ Education must be close to research
  ○ Sustainability is a key topic for millennials

● **Position**
  ○ Green and Sustainable SE must become part of the future SE curricula

● **Topics of Interest**
  ○ needs and expectations of Millennials aspiring to be software engineers
Dr. Davide Fucci (University of Hamburg)

● **Key Insights**
  ○ Discussion-based learning suits many SE topics (including Green and Sustainability)
  ○ Align prospective employer and students needs (in particular, regarding sustainability) can be difficult

● **Position**
  ○ Sustainability should be an umbrella under which carrying out the whole SE curricula

● **Topics of Interest**
  ○ What is the best way to incorporate sustainability into SE curricula?
• Topics of Interest
  ○ Are research-based methods more suitable in teaching SE topics for millennial students?